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SPRING 2006 NEWSLETTER

This is the last Academic Senate Newsletter for 2005/2006, and you may look forward to a new Editor-in-Chief in the
person of Professor Timothy Bradley, the incoming 2006/2007 Chair Elect - Secretary of the Academic Senate Irvine
Division.

The results of the recent vote on the proposed Memorial to the UC Board of Regents to eliminate non-resident tuition for
academic graduate students are: Yes 552, No 29.

Per Senate bylaws, I will replace Professor Kenneth Janda on September 1, 2006, as the next Chair of the Academic
Senate. I wish to offer many thanks to Ken for an excellent job in leading the Senate and interfacing with the
Administration. His tireless hours of work behind the scenes dealing with critical and sensitive issues have made the
Senate presence both effective and respected. My hat is off to you, Ken, and I wish to extend our gratitude to you on
behalf of all the faculty of the Academic Senate at UC Irvine.

Below are some highlights of work in progress by some of our Senate Councils.

Martha Mecartney 
Chair Elect of the Academic Senate
chaire@uci.edu
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GRADUATE COUNCIL

A revised version of the TOEFL (Test of English as a Foreign Language ), the TOEFL-iBT, will
include a new test to measure speaking proficiency.  International graduate students must
receive a minimum overall score of 80 on the TOEFL iBT to be eligible for admission to UCI. 
Those planning to teach must also pass the speaking portion of the exam with a minimum
score of 26 to establish TA eligibility.   Students who receive a 26 or above will no longer be
required to take one of the other approved oral English proficiency exams – i.e., the TSE ,
SPEAK, or TOEP. The TSE and SPEAK will probably be phased out by late 2006.  Units are
encouraged to consider using the TA eligibility criteria as part of their admissions process.  
For more information visit http://www.rgs.uci.edu/grad/prospective/toefl_ibt.htm

A document to define the terminology and bylaws for the establishment of Interdisciplinary
Graduate Programs has been created by the Graduate Council and is currently under
Senate Review at http://www.senate.uci.edu/8_Reps&Pubs/Newsletter/Spring_2006/IGP.pdf.

Graduate Housing is now guaranteed for new incoming Ph.D. and MFA students who
registered their preferences by May 1. The website for information and a list of FAQs is
http://www.housing.uci.edu/graduate/guarantee.asp.

Graduate Council recently approved and distributed to all faculty and graduate students a new
policy regarding minimum standards for mentoring of graduate students, in order to help
students and faculty have reasonable expectations. This document can be accessed at
http://www.senate.uci.edu/8_Reps&Pubs/Newsletter/Spring_2006/Mentoring.pdf.

COUNCIL ON EDUCATIONAL POLICY

The Council on Educational Policy (CEP) unanimously endorsed a new plan for breadth
requirements in April, which it proposes to call "general education requirements." The new
name is intended to indicate a change in philosophy from distribution requirements to an
emphasis on the outcomes of a liberal education, including quantitative and writing skills, and
knowledge in three broad areas. The new plan responds to the call of the 2003-2004 Task
Force on Undergraduate Education for more flexibility and is designed to work well with the
Freshman Integrated Program suggested by the Task Force. It contains multicultural and
international requirements as well as new ones in ethics and performance. Details can be
found at http://www.senate.uci.edu/7_Proposals/CEP_GE_Plan.pdf. CEP would like
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comments before its June 1 meeting; at that time CEP will likely send a proposal forward for
final decision by the Divisional Senate Assembly next year. Please send comments to
mmcguire@uci.edu - using the subject line: CEP Plan for General Education.

The Nursing Sciences B.S. degree was forwarded to the Academic Senate. The new
undergraduate major will be discussed and voted on at the May 25 meeting of the Divisional
Senate Assembly, 3:30 p.m. in Room 2701 Berkeley Place South. The Assembly meetings
are open to all Senate faculty who wish to attend.

COUNCIL ON STUDENT EXPERIENCE

Enhancing campus amenities as a magnet for student and community activities has been a
focus of this committee as well as improving off-hours parking availability and offering lifelong
e-mail forwarding to all alumni.

COUNCIL ON FACULTY WELFARE

Access to affordable housing is a critical issue. To complement a presentation by the
management and board of ICHA (Irvine Campus Housing Authority), CFW invited faculty and
staff from the HRB (University Hills Homeowners’ Representative Board) to discuss how
University Hills homes are made available to recruits and current faculty. CFW is also
monitoring the possible development of faculty housing in Long Beach.

Last year, CFW asked the UCI Senate to broaden oversight of diversity by including it in the
duties of other Senate committees. More recently, the system-wide Senate asked the
divisions to strengthen their diversity committees. A Special Committee has now been formed
to consider these requests. For more information, see
http://www.universityofcalifornia.edu/senate/reports/ac.UCAAD.local.emprwt.0406.pdf

Later this month, several UCI faculty, including the Senate Chair-Elect, will participate at the
UC President’s Summit on Faculty Diversity, which discusses how to implement the
recommendations of the President’s Task Force on Diversity. Updated data on UCI utilization
of available pools of underrepresented faculty are available at
http://www.eod.uci.edu/files/academic_uti_data.html

CFW also has a representative on the UCI Childcare Advisory Committee. Recently this
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committee was informed that, due to delays in the bid process, the new Infant-Toddler
center will probably not open until January, 2007, at the earliest.

Creating a “warmer climate” and broader campus acceptance of gay, lesbian, bisexual and
transgender faculty, staff and students is a new issue that CFW is reviewing.

COUNCIL ON ACADEMIC PERSONNEL

Discussions are underway regarding mandating the use of a short form only for Dean's
delegated merits in order to improve the efficiency of the process and reduce the faculty
burden.

COUNCIL ON PLANNING AND BUDGET

Planning and Budget members meet both in regular committee meetings and in the Provost &
EVC's Budget Work Group (which has been reviewing major budget issues of the campus),
and the Provost & EVC's Academic Planning Group (which has been discussing FTE
allocation procedures).
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